
a role for glue people in big 
data research 

OK Bill, you have a high profile opportunity 
and you choose talking about glue people?? 

Why? 
I thought maybe no one one else would. 



ICBR 

• Interdisciplinary Center for Biotechnology 
Research 

• campus auxiliary organization -- which means 
we provide technology services through a 
cost-recovery model 

• acquire, commission, and operate shared use 
instrumentation 

• generate basic information about biological 
samples 
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DNA sequencing and proteomics



WHAT IS BIG DATA? 

a funny thing happened 
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in 1998 it wasn’t muchany time there is more data than you are accustomed to dealing with.when you don’t know how or where to get started analyzing itwhen you can’t turn the data that you bought and paid for into a valuable productwhen the analysis is an impediment to starting the next experimentthe funny thing is that data production got really cheap, really fast. so dirt cheap that we stopped thinking about why we were generating all that datathen another funny thing happened. we realized that big data sets when aggregated into even bigger data sets lets us answer questions that we never thought of asking before.



WHERE DO WE GENERATE BIG DATA? 

everywhere… we’re in a global marketplace 

… and we generate data locally 
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we buy data everywherewe produce data locallywe import free datadata production is becoming a commodity like corn futures, soy beans, or pork belliesall of that data has to move from where it’s produced to where it gets analyzed and it has to be storeddo we move data to the computation or do we move computation to the data?



data for typical resequencing and 
sequencing projects 

Instrument output per 
work unit 

file size type turn time 

Illumina HiSeq 300 Gb 375 GB .bcl (binary) 7-11 days 

Pacbio RS 300 Mb 3 GB HDF5 3 hours 

genome size  sequence 
req. 

type 

human 3 Gb 100 Gb resequencing 

bacteria 5 Mb 300 Mb sequencing 

data stream: two examples 
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for example, the U19 would generate 1 Tb of sequence data per year. 



WHERE DO WE ANALYZE BIG DATA? 

anywhere and everywhere 
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we see all permutationswe see insanitywe see self reliancewe see people that would like help but don’t know who to asktrot out the U54 interview story – no one worried about data production. The conversation always shifted to analysis.Where is our sense of community?Are we constantly reinventing the wheel?



WHAT QUESTIONS WILL BIG 
DATA ADDRESS? 

I’m here and listening intently… seems 
to be limitless possibilities 
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bounded only by our imagination, or the imaginations of people way smarter than II’ll leave this to the experts that will speak later.I know it is time to be quiet when I don’t know what I’m talking about.
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According to Harty (2005) there are a number contextual characteristics of construction workwhich are important to understand when addressing the area. These characteristics are:. the collaboration upon which construction work is based;. the importance of inter-organisational relations;. its organisation around particular projects;. the way power is distributed; and. the centrality of communication to its performance. All in all, the local branch coordinators or “project liaison” still constitutes a very important coordinative function, connecting the formal processes and activities to the more informal using their extensive knowledge and tacit power to filter and reduce the information, and to support the dynamic problem solving through informal and spontaneous communication. Therefore, it can be claimed that the project liaison is of crucial importance to achieve a positive outcome of the project.Formal studies on large projects (construction in particular) show the importance of glue people for inter-unit coordination & communicationThe University as a whole is somewhat like a construction project with a primary contractor working with subcontractors in theory they have common interestsin fact they also have self-interest, sometimes competing self interestslike different subcontracting companies, UF units belong to different hierarchical reporting structures	efficient communication cannot go vertical, and still be timely and effective	glue people know who to go to get things done	glue people understand jobs (processes) outside their domain, which facilitates communication and TRUST	the basis of trust is knowledge domains, a person with sufficient understanding to cross knowledge domains. 
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